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Assessment of the background oriented schlieren application in testing the 
temperature limit of an axisymmetric ventilation jet 
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Warsaw University of Technology, Faculty of Building Services, Hydro and Environmental Engineering, Warsaw University of Technology, Air Condition and Heating 
Department, Poland   

A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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A B S T R A C T   

The aim of this study was to assess the potential of applying the Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS) technique 
to test the temperature limit of a non-isothermal ventilation jet used in ventilation. The BOS technique is 
potentially simple when used under real conditions with no optical sets and the presence of architectural or 
logistic obstacles. So far, optical methods with higher sensitivity have been used for qualitative tests. This study 
examined whether this method could be used for qualitative tests in heating and air-conditioning, where low 
temperature differences pose a challenge. Analyses were performed using a nozzle with a diameter of 100 mm. 
Measurements were carried out in air at 28 L/s. Temperature differences of − 5 K and +10 K were applied be-
tween the supply air and environment. The tests were carried out in two stages: empirical measurements using 
thermal anemometry probes, followed by visualisations using the BOS technique. The test results demonstrated 
the effectiveness of the BOS application in testing the temperature limit of a ventilation jet. This made it possible 
to determine a temperature limit corresponding to a total temperature difference in the jet of 2 K. Analyses 
showed good agreement between empirically and theoretically obtained values for the temperature distribution 
in the jet. The application of the BOS technique in this kind of test may be limited by a minimum temperature 
difference, which will ensure that the results obtained will be accurate. However, this can be improved by fine- 
tuning the image analysis and enhancing the test equipment parameters.   

1. Introduction 

The distribution of ventilation air, including the difference between 
the temperature of the supply air and the environment at the entry to the 
occupied zone, is one of the most important factors affecting the effec-
tiveness of ventilation and the thermal comfort in a room. The basic test 
method used to determine the temperature distribution or temperature 
limit in the jet consists of physical measurements using thermal 
anemometry probes. An alternative to this method may be offered by 
visualisations using thermal imaging cameras and fibreglass mesh [1,2], 
a shadowgraph technique [3], or photography using the schlieren phe-
nomenon [3,4], or one of its variations (e.g. the background oriented 
schlieren (BOS) method) [5]. 

These methods make it possible to visualise jets with densities that 
are different from that of the environment, which is caused by a dif-
ference in temperature or pressure. In the case of ventilation, these are 
non-isothermal jets. Schlieren techniques are increasingly used in 
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) [5–9], because unlike 

other full-field techniques, they have proven to be relatively simple to 
implement and cost-effective [5]. 

One of the first test stands designed to visualise the phenomena on a 
large scale using the schlieren technique was set up at the Gas Dynamics 
Lab at Penn State University [10]. This test stand had a background of 
4.6 × 5.8 m, while the test field had an area of 2.3 × 2.9 m. Images of 
convective and ventilation jets were obtained using this stand. Further 
studies of this method were also performed by Hargather and Settles [8], 
and Tamm and Jaluria [6]. Tamm and Jaluria investigated the flow of 
hot gases induced by pressure and buoyancy in vertical shafts. In these 
tests, they used schlieren photography to study the flow characteristics 
in the shaft and near the hot gas inlet [6]. However, these analyses were 
qualitative and showed changes in the outflow characteristics depend-
ing on the Reynolds number, while the temperature difference in the 
area under observation was approximately 1 K. A schlieren photo-
graphic technique has also been applied for the visualisation and 
quantification of the turbulent exhaled airflow from humans. Chunwen 
et al. [11] used a schlieren structure with a beam splitter consisting of a 
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spherical concave mirror. They used this technique to determine the 
angle and direction of airflow exhaled from the nose and mouth at an 
ambient temperature of 23 ◦C. Later, Chunwen et al. applied this tech-
nique in their study of the effect of airflow interaction with a thermal 
boundary layer on the performance of personalised ventilation [7]. In a 
recently published study, Alsaad et al. [12] carried out a qualitative 
investigation of personalised flows using the schlieren technique. 
Schlieren imaging using a large schlieren mirror was applied to deter-
mine the velocity and mass transport of the supplied flow, but ther-
mography was implemented to visualise the air temperature distribution 
induced by the personalised ventilation. 

Initially, schlieren techniques were used for quantitative visual-
isations. Later, however, they were also applied to determine the 
quantitative temperature data in a flow [13–17]. Alvarez-Herrera et al. 
[14] developed a procedure for the full-field measurement of the tem-
perature of a fluid flow using a Z-type configuration schlieren system 
and greyscales [3,18]. The tests deployed a 7.3 × 12 cm metal plate that 
was heated to 50 ◦C and 80 ◦C. The test results showed good agreement 
between the schlieren technique and thermocouple measurements. Mier 
and Hargather [13] proposed a novel method of using colour gradient 
backgrounds as an alternative to eliminate the need to perform a com-
plex image correlation between digital images. They conducted quan-
titative measurements of the density in a thermal boundary layer of a 
vertically oriented heated flat Peltier plate. An analysis was performed 
using VIC-2D software by Correlated Solutions, Inc., with an interro-
gation window of 21 × 21 pixels and a step of 5 pixels. The temperature 
of the plate oscillated between 295 and 335 K, depending on the dis-
tance, while the measured and theoretical temperature fields agreed 
well. Martínez-Gonzáleza et al. [15,16] combined the techniques used 
by their predecessors. They applied a Z-type configuration schlieren 
system and colour images. The images obtained by means of a colour 
digital camera were divided into three different colour-channels. Each 
channel had its own sensitivity. The tests showed that it was necessary to 
use two or three channels, depending on the temperature of the tested 
object. Division into channels allowed them to obtain greater accuracy 
when determining air temperature values above the plate. Parasanna 
et al. [17] examined another optical method to determine the temper-
ature value. Temperature fields were constructed for the experimentally 
obtained first derivative fields using a differential interferometer for 
different cases. This technique was considered promising. 

Nonetheless, most of the optical methods with higher sensitivity 
have been used for qualitative tests; they helped to obtain more precise 
images but on a smaller scale. The BOS technique utilising simple, 
widely accessible devices such as a digital camera and easy to generate 
background (without additional optical sets) has been used experi-
mentally in HVAC systems only by Hargather and Settles [8]. In this 
area, not only large-scale but also low-temperature differences pose a 
challenge. Examining the temperature difference and jet boundary is 
necessary in HVAC when considering the thermal comfort of the users. 
The jet and its temperature directly affect the feeling of a draft or the 
local thermal discomfort caused by air that is too warm or too cool. 
Thermal comfort conditions are some of the basic parameters assessed in 
the case of air-conditioned rooms. Identifying air distribution conditions 
using measurement techniques is very helpful and often required. It 
should be assumed that the temperature limit of a ventilation jet in a 
moderate environment will be a temperature difference of approxi-
mately 1–2 K [19–21] between the jet and its environment. This is the 
value that the jet should have at the entry to an occupied zone to prevent 
the occupants from a feeling of discomfort. The BOS technique makes it 
possible to visualise the non-isothermal jets supplied by the diffusers 
used in room ventilation. The movements of isothermal air (indoor air) 
related to people moving are not visible because there is no difference in 
the density of that air. Additionally, in a room area, in an occupied zone, 
the indoor air velocity is significantly lower than the air velocity of a jet. 
However, even if air movement in a room affects an analysed 
non-isothermal jet, it will be visible, e.g. as a deflection of that jet. 

Because the BOS technique is potentially simple when used under real 
conditions where no optical sets can be configured or they are too small 
and architectural or logistic obstacles are present, it was decided to 
examine whether this method could be used for qualitative HVAC tests. 

The aim of this study was to determine the effectiveness of applying 
the BOS technique to test the temperature limit of a non-isothermal 
ventilation jet supplied to a room. In order to accurately assess the po-
tential of the BOS method in determining the temperature difference 
between the ventilation jet and the environment, two different jets with 
different inflow temperatures were tested. The results of empirical tests 
and visualisations using the BOS technique were compared with theo-
retical values. 

2. Measuring equipment and methodology 

One of the basic ventilation jets applied in commonly used mixing 
ventilation systems is an axisymmetric ventilation jet, which is formed 
at the air inflow from both round and rectangular air terminal devices 
without fixtures, with a low ratio between the side lengths, as well as 
from different air supply elements such as air grilles. Therefore, the 
potential of using the BOS technique to test the temperature limit was 
assessed using an axisymmetric ventilation jet supplied through an air 
terminal device–a round jet nozzle with a nominal diameter of 100 mm. 
Measurements were carried out in an 8 × 6 m testing room with a height 
of 2.8 m. No other air movement in this room could affect the jet being 
tested. Two variants were measured, with temperature differences be-
tween the supply air (jet temperature at the jet nozzle outlet) and 
ambient air of − 5 K (cool jet) and +10 K (hot jet). The Archimedes 
number calculated for the cooling mode was − 0.0195, whereas for the 
heating mode it was 0.00389. The mean temperature in the room was 
approximately 23 ◦C. The temperature difference between the supply air 
and ambient air in the testing room was automatically maintained with 
an accuracy of ±0.2 K. 

During the measurements, a constant supply air volume of 28 L/s 
was maintained. The velocity at the diffuser outlet was more than 3 m/s 
and the Reynolds number was approximately 22 × 103. This produced 
fully turbulent flows, as in most diffusers used in mixing ventilation 
systems. The same volume of air was removed from the test room 
through grilles located in the opposite wall, in order to not disturb the 
supply jet tested. The efficiency and velocity of the ventilation jet, and 
the analysed temperature difference, corresponded to the typical me-
chanical ventilation jets used in offices [19,22]. 

The tests had the goal of determining the visual limit between the 
analysed jet and the environment using the BOS method and comparing 
the results with the temperature distribution in the jet determined on the 
basis of physical measurements. The measurements were carried out in 
two stages. The first one consisted of defining the temperature distri-
bution in the analysed ventilation jet using thermal anemometry probes 
(Fig. 1a). Measurements were conducted for two cases, at temperature 
differences of − 5 K and +10 K. The temperature profiles were deter-
mined using thermal anemometry directionless, spherical measuring 
probes with a diameter of 2 mm. The probes measured the air temper-
ature in the range of − 10 ◦C to +50 ◦C. The temperature accuracy of the 
probes was ±0.3 K. 

In the second stage, the BOS method and jet visualisation were used 
for the analysed differences of − 5 K and +10 K. 

The test stand consisted of a background, digital camera, and light 
source (Fig. 1b). Based on previous publications [23,24], the back-
ground was composed of a randomly generated set of black and white 
points, each approximately 0.5 mm in size, where the colour ratio was 
50/50%. The 1.5 × 2.0 m background was placed on a fixed plane 
mounted on a tripod in the testing room. Digital images were recorded 
by a digital camera with a standard CMOS matrix with a resolution of 18 
megapixels and equipped with a Sigma DC 17–70 1:2.8–4 MACRO HSM 
zoom lens. The camera was fitted with an electronic shutter release 
(cable) and mounted on a tripod. All the photos were taken without 
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flash, using a 34 mm focal length, an f/7.1 aperture, an exposure time of 
2 s, and ISO-100 sensitivity. The images obtained had a size of 5184 ×
3456 pixels, and vertical and horizontal resolutions of 72 dpi. 

Fluorescent ceiling lights and halogen lamps mounted on tripods 
were used as the source of light. The elements of the test stand were 
placed so that the analysed jet was located between the background and 
the camera. The distances between the expected jet axis and the back-
ground in one direction and the camera in the opposite direction were 
approximately 1.5 m. The images recorded showed a jet with a length of 
1 m from the diffuser outlet. In each measurement series, several photos 
were taken at 1 s intervals. Additionally, pictures of the background only 
(without an air jet) were recorded. These served as reference images for 
the BOS method. 

3. Calculations 

3.1. Theoretical characteristics of analysed jets 

To determine the theoretical temperature distribution, the classical 
theory of the velocity and temperature difference in an axisymmetric jet 
(described by Ref. [25–27] among others) was used. The decrease in 
axial velocity vx in the base area was defined as follows: 

vx

vo
=K1

̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ao

√

x
(1)  

where: 
vx – velocity on the jet axis, at distance x from the outlet [m/s], 
v0 – initial velocity [m/s], 
K1 – axial velocity decrease factor (depending on the type of 

diffuser). 
A0 – outlet area [m2], 
x – distance from the outlet [m]. 
In the base jet zone, the velocity distributions in the cross-sections 

are similar and can be described by means of a Gaussian function. 
The velocity distribution in the cross-section of the jet is described by 

the following formula: 

vxy

vx
= e

− 0,7

(

y
y0,5

)2

(2)  

where: 
vx – velocity on the jet axis [m/s], at distance x from the outlet [m/s], 
vxy – velocity at distance y from the jet axis and distance x from the 

outlet [m/s]. 
y – distance from the jet axis [m], 
y0,5 – distance from the axis to the point where the velocity reaches 

half of the axis velocity [m]. 

y0,5 = x⋅tgα0,5 (3) 

x – distance from the outlet [m], 
α0,5 – angle between the jet axis and the line made of points whose 

velocity equals half the axis velocity (in the case of a free axisymmetric 
jet, it can be assumed that tgα0,5 = 0.1). 

TX − TR

T0 − TR
=

ΔTX

ΔT0
= K2

̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ao

√

x
(4)  

where: 
TX – temperature of the air in the jet at x distance from the outlet [K], 
T0 – temperature of the supply air (at the outlet) [K], 
TR – temperature of the ambient air surrounding the jet (in the room) 

[K]. 
K2 – temperature decrease factor, 
x – distance from the outlet [m], 
A0 – outlet area [m2]. 
The temperature difference distribution, ΔT, in the base area of the 

jet is similar to the velocity distribution, and these distributions are 
correlated, as described in the formula below [25,26]: 

Fig. 1. Experimental setups: a) during first stage of tests and b) during BOS visualisation.  
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ΔTxy

ΔTx
=

(
vxy

vx

)n

(5)  

where: 
ΔTX – difference between the temperature on the jet axis at distance x 

from the outlet and the ambient temperature (in the room) [K], 
ΔTXY – temperature difference at distance y from the jet axis and 

distance x from the outlet [m/s], 
vx – velocity on the jet axis [m/s] distance at x from the outlet [m/s], 
vxy – velocity at distance y from the jet axis and distance x from the 

outlet [m/s], 
n – exponent based on the tests, with value of 0.7 most often adopted 

[27]. 
Considering the above formulae, the following equation describing 

the temperature distribution (temperature difference) in a field with 
axisymmetric jet activity can be proposed: 

ΔTxy =ΔT0 ⋅ K2 ⋅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
A0

√

x
⋅e

− 0,7⋅

(
y

x⋅tgα0,5

)2

⋅n
(6) 

However, there are some problems connected with the theoretical 
temperature distribution that need to be considered. First, it is necessary 
to check the scale of the trajectory deviation of a jet whose temperature 
is different than the ambient temperature. The characteristic number 
that describes this phenomenon is the Archimedes number, which can be 
calculated as follows: 

Aro =
gdo(To − TR)

TRvo
2 (7)  

where: 

g – acceleration of gravity [m/s2], 

To – air temperature at the outlet [K], 

TR – ambient temperature [K], 
v0 – air velocity in the initial cross-section [m/s], 

d0 – diameter of the diffuser [m]. 
With a maximum temperature difference of T0-TP = 10 K, a room 

temperature of TP = 23 ◦C (296 K), an actual outlet diameter of d0 =

0.108 m, and a diffuser efficiency of 28 L/s, the obtained value for the 
Archimedes number was 0.0039. 

The jet deviation in relation to the outlet axis can be described as 
follows, in accordance with [28,29]: 

Δy
d0

= 0, 0652 ⋅ Ar0 ⋅
(

x
d0

)3

(8) 

The calculation shows that maximum deviation Δy at distance x from 
the diffuser visualised by the BOS technique was not large, with a 
maximum value of 15 mm in the +10 K case at a distance of 900 mm. 
However, taking into account the accuracy of the calculation, a Δy 
adjustment was introduced because of the deviation of the jet trajectory. 

Another problem related to the calculation of the theoretical tem-
perature distribution was related to the appropriate value for tempera-
ture decrease factor K2. The values of such factors for different types of 
diffusers (air terminal devices) can be found in the literature. However, 
if an approximate value is adopted, a serious error may occur in the 
calculation. Therefore, the actual value of temperature decrease factor 
K2 was calculated based on temperature measurements in the last cross- 
section under analysis. In the analysed jet, depending on the measure-
ment section, K2 had an average value of 3.85. Finally, this value was 
applied to the theoretical calculation of the temperature difference. 

At the same time, the temperature decrease factor provides infor-
mation on the length of the initial jet zone, which can be determined in 

relation to the temperature value. As can be seen, it is difficult to apply 
reliable theoretical calculations in the initial phase of jet development. 
Therefore, the theoretical distribution was calculated based on the cross- 
section located at a distance of x ≥ 0.4 m. 

Finally, the theoretical temperature distribution was determined by 
means of a function, which–at low deviation Δy values–can be presented 
as follows: 

ΔTxy =ΔT0 ⋅ K2 ⋅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
A0

√

x
⋅e

− 0,7⋅

(
y− Δy

x⋅tgα0,5

)2

⋅n
(9) 

On this basis, theoretical distributions were determined at initial 
temperature differences of − 5 K and +10 K. In the case of the cool air 
supply, the graphs show the absolute values for the difference between 
the temperature of the air supply jet and the ambient temperature (ΔT). 

3.2. Empirical tests 

The temperature distribution in the analysed jets measured by means 
of thermal anemometry probes was presented in the form of isotherms as 
a function of the distance from the nozzle, ΔT(x, y), where ΔT is the 
absolute value of the temperature difference between the air supplied at 
the diffuser outlet, and the ambient air [K], x is the distance from the 
outlet [m], and y is the distance from the jet axis [m]. 

In the second stage of the tests, digital images of the background 
recorded during the visualisation performed using the BOS method were 
analysed with the Vic2D program for image correlation, which was also 
used for this type of visualisation in the tests [13]. Individual pairs of 
digital images (an image of the background with no interference and 
image of the background with interference) were processed by the 
program (software), which made it possible to identify differences be-
tween the images and pixel displacements. 

4. RESULTS 

The width of the area recorded for the purpose of analysis using the 
BOS method was approximately 1 m. Hence, it was possible to determine 
the jet development in the initial area and in the portion of the transition 
area corresponding to 8 times the diameter of the air supply nozzle, i.e. 
approx. 800 mm. In the analysed part of the jet, at a relatively low 
temperature difference, the inertial forces caused by a high jet velocity 
had the most significant impact, with only minimum jet deflection 
observed in the +10 K case. 

The jet temperature profile depends on the temperature difference 
between the supply air and the environment [28]. Different temperature 
profiles were obtained for temperature differences between the jet and 
the environment of − 5 K and +10 K. These are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, 
respectively. The values obtained in the measurements were compared 
with those determined on the basis of jet theory. 

In both cases, axisymmetric distribution of the absolute value of 
temperature difference (ΔT) is visible, with the highest values along the 
diffuser axis. In the initial area, in both cases, a sharp jet boundary with 
very dense isotherms is visible. In the initial jet phase, in both cases, the 
change in temperature in the jet had an insignificant value of almost 0.2 
K. Therefore, it can be assumed that the temperature was similar across 
the entire area, covering a distance of approximately 300 mm from the 
diffuser (initial jet area). When the jet moved into the transition phase, a 
quick temperature decay was observed. Similar values were recorded in 
both jets. In the jet with the initial temperature difference of − 5 K, a 
slightly lower value of 0.41ΔT0 was obtained at a distance of 900 mm 
from the diffuser, which corresponded to a temperature difference of 
2.05 K (along jet axis). In the +10 K case, at the same distance, the 
temperature decay was 0.47ΔT0, which corresponded to a temperature 
difference of 4.7 K. The spread angle between the jets was determined 
independently on the basis of the visualisation obtained using the BOS 
method and on the basis of the actual temperature distribution in the 
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Fig. 2. Temperature profile of jet at temperature difference of − 5 K: a) using thermal anemometry and b) theoretical calculation (dashed line marks boundary 
obtained using BOS technique). 

Fig. 3. Temperature profile of jet at temperature difference of +10 K: a) using thermal anemometry and b) theoretical calculation (dashed line marks boundary 
obtained using BOS technique). 

Fig. 4. Results of jet visualisation using BOS method at temperature differences of a) − 5 K and b) +10 K.  
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jets. A constant temperature value was assumed in the initial jet phase 
and temperature overlap with the jet boundaries. In all cases, the spread 
angles were identical and reached approximately 22◦, which is typical 
for axisymmetric (solid) jets [28]. 

The temperature profiles determined on the basis of jet theory were 
presented first at a distance of 400 mm from the diffuser outlet, assu-
ming–in accordance with the theory–a constant jet temperature in the 
initial phase. A comparison of the measured and calculated values ob-
tained within a distance of 400–500 mm showed some shifts between 
both kinds of values. However, they did not exceed 0.5 K for either 
measurement case. At a larger distance, the measured and calculated 
values were the same. Small discrepancies appeared only at the 
boundary of jet disappearance when there was an approximately 0.5 K 
difference between the temperature at the air terminal devices and that 
of the environment. 

The temperature profiles obtained were then compared with the 
visualisation of the jet using the BOS method. Fig. 4 shows the results 
obtained at temperature differences of − 5 K and +10 K. 

The results obtained using the VIC2d software made it possible to 
detect a displacement of approximately 2 pixels. Based on the images 
obtained, it can be concluded that the jet visualised with the BOS 
method became more distinct as the temperature difference between the 
jet and the environment grew. 

The obtained jet image overlapped with its measured boundary near 
the diffuser outlet. Jet enlargement was clearly visible. Then, in the area 
where the temperature difference between the jet and the environment 
was lower, a gradual disappearance of the jet was also observed. How-
ever, the visible boundary of jet disappearance took a form that was 
close to the expected isotherm distribution in the jet. 

On the basis of the images, the visual temperature boundaries of the 
jets were determined for the cases with ΔT = 5 K and ΔT = 10 K. Because 
of the turbulent character of air flow, some differences in the locations of 
the boundaries caused by vortices occurred in each of the images for test 
cases. Therefore, in order to determine these boundaries, the image was 
averaged from a larger number of images for each visualisation case (− 5 
K and +10 K). The analysis was carried out independently for each 
image. This made it possible to define the average jet temperature 
boundary, which is presented as a line in Fig. 4. To better illustrate the 
results, the boundaries were also transferred to Figs. 2 and 3. 

A comparison between the temperature boundary obtained using the 
BOS method and temperature profiles of the analysed jets showed 2 K 
isotherms overlapped with boundary values obtained by means of the 
BOS method. The same result was achieved for both jets with initial 
temperature values of ΔT = 5 K and ΔT = 10 K. In the initial phase, when 
a sharp boundary between the jet and temperature difference was 
observed, the results did not overlap as clearly as further away from the 
nozzle outlet (starting with 300 mm), where the density of the isotherms 
was lower. 

5. Discussion 

The temperature distributions in the analysed ventilation jets 
measured using thermal anemometry probes agreed with the results of 
the jet theory described by Ref. [28]. In the initial jet phase, where the 
length, according to Ref. [28], was equal to three to four times the 
diameter of the outlet, the temperature decay was insignificant and did 
not exceed 0.15 K (on the axis), which, according to Refs. [25–27], 
proved that the temperature in this part of the jet was constant. The 
temperature decays determined in the transition areas were similar in 
both cases, with values of 0.41ΔT0 for the T = 5 K case and 0.47ΔT0 for 
the T = 10 K case. It can therefore be assumed that these values were 
similar and corresponded with the values presented by Ref. [28]. The 
spread angle between the jets defined by means of a visualisation carried 
out using the BOS method and on the basis of the temperature distri-
bution was 22◦, which was close to those found in Refs. [25–27]. The 
theoretical value of the maximum jet deflection during the tests in the 

+10 K case at a distance of 900 mm from the outlet was 15 mm. In the T 
= 5 K case, it was proportionally lower. This value appeared to be so low 
that jet deflection during the tests was observed only at the end of the 
analysed areas at a distance of 900 mm from the outlet. 

Image analysis made it possible to detect a shift of approximately 2 
pixels. This was significantly higher than the values of 0.1–0.5 pixels 
obtained in small-scale studies [30]. However, because the BOS method 
is based on the analysis of the pixel displacement, it is difficult to apply it 
on a large scale without special testing stands and a small temperature 
difference. In such cases, there is an increasing effect from background 
noise caused by micro-vibration or natural convection air movements in 
the surrounding. Additionally, the influence of micro-vibrations of the 
camera grows with an increase in the distance between the camera and 
the tested object. Compared to studies [8] where large-scale images with 
a relatively small temperature difference were also analysed, the visible 
pixel shifts were similar and were 1.5–2.0 pixels. 

The visible jet boundary obtained using the BOS technique in both 
cases overlapped with the 2 K isotherm values. This was a relatively low 
value in comparison with other tests connected with the determination 
of temperature using the schlieren method [14,16,31]. At the same time, 
no temperature decay along the visual jet boundary was observed as the 
distance from the nozzle outlet grew and the jet enlarged. The deviation 
of background elements recorded in the image, and therefore the 
sensitivity of the BOS method, depends on the refractive index, that is, 
on the density, and therefore on the jet temperature. Moreover, the 
deviation of the background elements depends on the thickness of the 
layer through which light passes. In the tests presented in this article, an 
axisymmetric jet was used, which was proved by the measurements of 
the velocity and temperature distribution. The cross-section of such a jet 
is round in shape, which is often shown in models describing the BOS 
method. The temperature distributions, and therefore air density values, 
across further cross-sections are similar (formulae 2, 5, 6). In such cases, 
there is also a similarity between the distributions of the shifts in the 
background in the BOS method in each jet cross-section [32]. This is why 
the BOS method can also be used to correctly represent a boundary that 
results only from the temperature difference between the jet and the 
environment, in each cross-section, independent of the absolute diam-
eter of the jet cross-section. 

This phenomenon–when the BOS technique is used for visualising 
the jet temperature boundary in an HVAC area–is positive because it 
makes it possible to define a constant temperature difference between 
the jet and the environment, independent of its width. This assists in 
identifying the jet temperature boundary, adopted based on the stan-
dard in Refs. [19,22] for office conditions at 1–2 K, and at a long distance 
from the outlet, where the ventilation jet is a few times wider than in the 
initial phase. 

6. Conclusion 

The application of the BOS method to non-isothermal tests of 
ventilation jets seems to be very promising. As a marker-free method, 
the BOS technique in principle does not affect the parameters of the 
supply air. As with all schlieren techniques, the phenomenon of the 
refraction of a light beam that passes through an area of different density 
and refraction index is used. However, the practical application of the 
BOS method is much easier. It does not require a complex test stand or 
precise optical set. This technique is based on simple, widely available 
tools, that is, a digital high-resolution camera and a suitable back-
ground, which can be easily plotted. Otherwise, a projector [33] or 
another type of light source can be used. Therefore, this technique may 
be successfully implemented under real conditions on the large scale 
required in an HVAC area. It allows the identification of the trajectories 
of the supply jets from grilles, nozzles, ceiling diffusers, air-conditioners, 
and fan-coil devices. The BOS technique utilising a singular series of 
images might be more convenient than time-consuming multi-point 
temperature and air velocity measurements. 
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The test results obtained show the effectiveness of the BOS method in 
testing at the 2 K temperature limit under real conditions. This value is 
appropriate for most solutions in ventilation and air conditioning, 
ensuring the comfort of the users. Simultaneously, the more advanced 
software and better sensitivity of newly developed cameras enhance the 
efficiency of the method. In the future, the method presented in the 
article may assist in determining the full temperature distribution in a 
jet, which shows lines of further research. 
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